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ANN BUDD

After rejecting a career as a geologist, Ann 

Budd turned her focus to her passion for 

knitting. She worked as an editor for Inter-

weave Press for more than 20 years and is 

now a freelance editor, teacher, and designer. 

Ann has authored more than a dozen knit-

ting books, including the popular The Knit-

ter’s Handy Book series, Getting Started Knit-

ting Socks, Sock Knitting Master Class, New Directions 

in Sock Knitting, and many of Interweave’s Style series 

books. Ann lives in Boulder, Colorado, and teaches work-

shops across North America and beyond. Learn more at 

www.annbuddknits.com.

“Jeane, How am I supposed to 

take “summery” pictures .... in 

January ... IN THE SNOW?” ... Ann

“Thank you Ann!” ..... Jeane

Ann “At Home”
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JOLEIGH

     Designed to span the seasons, this easy A-line top features a central lace 

panel, V-neck, and three-quarter length sleeves in ten adult sizes. The yarn—

Coastal by Elemental Affects—is a lightweight blend of wool, linen, and silk for a 

breathable and comfortable fit. 

     The front and back are worked back and forth in rows from the garter edg-

ing to the sloped shoulders. After the shoulder and side seams are sewn, stitch-

es for the sleeves are picked up around the armholes, the caps are shaped with 

short-rows, and then the stitches are joined for working in rounds to the garter 

edging. The neckline is simply finished with one row of knitting followed by the 

Sewn bind-off for a nearly invisible edge.

     The lace panel instructions are charted and written out in row-by-row format.
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ANALIE

     The idea for this casual tee came to me almost immediately when I first saw 

the two red tones of Coastal. I knew that I wanted to combine them in narrow 

stripes in a top-down circular yoke design. I didn’t swatch for long before I came 

up with the simple 8-row pattern consisting of 4 rows of each color. For a more 

interesting boundary between colors, the first row of each is worked in a simple 

knit-one-slip-one slip-stitch pattern that creates a subtle texture. 

     The tee begins with a provisional cast-on at the neck. The yoke is worked 

in rounds to the armholes, with increases along the way to shape the shoul-

ders. Stitches are placed on holders for the sleeves while the body is worked in 

rounds to the lower edge. The sleeves are also worked in rounds. Simple k1, p1 

ribbing finishes the neck, body, and sleeves.
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JOLEIGH ANALIE

Designer:  Ann Budd
Type: Pullover
Sizes:  5 sizes (35 - 43 1 /2”)  bust
Yarn: Coastal 7 -  14 skeins
 
Sample knit  in Elemental 
Affects #306 Chartreuse & 
#302 Deep Pink

Pattern available f rom Ravelry
March 1 ,  2020

Designer:  Ann Budd
Type: Pullover
10 Sizes:  35” -  53” bust
Yarn: Coastal 6 -  10 skeins
 
Sample knit in Elemental 
Affects #306 Chartreuse

Pattern available f rom 
Ravelry
March 1 ,  2020
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Jeane deCoster

     A dyer first, a designer second, I was 

absolutely captivated by this new yarn.  

Brooke Sinnes (Sincere Sheep) and I 

have been talking about a warm weath-

er yarn with wool, silk and flax for what 

seems like, well -- forever!  

     This yarn is both a culmination of a 

dream and, for us, an expression of the 

joy we want to claim for this new, fresh year of 2021.

     Another dream  has been to work with Loriliee Beltman’s 

Vertical stranding technique.  I was there when the technique 

was born at a retreat with Cat Bordhi way back when. So, 

these designs are also for Cat and Lorilee.
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PATTERN: SOHO SKIRT

Designer:  Jeane deCoster
Type: SKIRT
8 Sizes:  26 - 381/2” (at 
waist) 
   2 lengths

Yarn: Coastal
Sample knit in Natural 
and Sweet Tea f rom Ele-
mental Affects
Pattern available f rom 
Ravelry April  2 ,  2021

“How do you take pictures of 

yourself when nobody else is 

home? Let’s pretend I get dressed 

in the garage all the time!” .

                                               .... Jeane

Jeane “At Home”
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Jill is trained as a fashion designer with 
a focus on garment construction and 
pattern making. She turned to hand knits 
to be able to create both the fabric and 
the shape. Jill is always thinking about 
knitted things and how to guide knitters 
toward a successful knitting experience.  
Jill’s classes blend her wealth of knitting 

knowledge with a sense of humor and fun.
     Jill taught line development and portfolio development 
classes, among others, at FIDM, from 2000 to 2016.  She was 
an award-winning faculty member.  Fit is critical to Jill’s view 
of garment design; she teaches grading to knitwear designers 
and has developed sizing guidelines for industry companies. 
Jill has her own line of knitting patterns and eBooks. She is co-
author, and illustrator, of YNotKnit:  Step-by-step instructions 
for Continental knitting and knitting basics. 

Jill knits swatches at 

home just for FUN, even 

when nobody is looking!

Jeane

I am a dedicated knitter 

and knit daily, but I am 

not a reliable sample 

knitter -- so my knitter, 

Handiworks, Ltd knit the 

samples.!

Jill

JILL - AT HOME

JILL WOLCOTT
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NINTH WARD

I love popping a cozy over my shoulders 
for protection from air conditioning or 
breezes. More stable than a shawl, a 

different coverage that a cowl.  Pair it with 
Latin Quarter to create a different kind of 
seater-set, or wear it by itself! Perfect for 
adding to a summer dress or tee to turn 
a work-day outfit into something a little 

more, but still easy.

FRENCH QUARTER 
TANK

Can you say je ne sais quoi? A little flirty 
but still a little covered-up. Perfect for 
when you need something seasonal.

Worked in the round to the underarms, 
and just interesting enough to keep you 

going until suddenly -- you are done!
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FRENCH QUARTER TANK

Designer:  Ji l l  Wolcott
Type: Pullover/Tank
7 Sizes:  33 - 60” 

Yarn: Coastal
Sample knit in Bonnie Blue 
f rom Elemental Affects
Pattern available f rom Rav-
elry,  Ji l lWolcottKnits.com, 
Payhip

NINTH WARD COSY

Designer:  Ji l l  Wolcott
Type: Pullover/Cosy
7 Sizes:  341/2  -  601/2” (bottom 
circumference)

Yarn: Coastal
Sample knit in Sky Blue f rom 
Elemental Affects
Pattern available f rom Rav-
elry,  Ji l lWolcottKnits.com, 
Payhip
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KSENIA NAIDYON

 After receiving a degree in mathemat-

ics and working in the field for many 

years, Ksenia decided to give her 

lifelong passion for fiber arts a proper 

chance. She has been creating knit 

and crochet patterns since moving to 

San Francisco in 2015. Now, Ksenia is a 

full-time indie designer and a creative 

force behind Life Is Cozy. Her designs are modern, styl-

ish, and easy to wear. They feature ideas for using both 

precious hand-dyed skeins and commercially produced 

yarns. Ksenia produces video tutorials to accompany her 

patterns and is also a passionate knit/crochet-wear pho-

tographer. Find out more at lifeiscozy.com, or on Ksenia’s 

Instagram @life_is_cozy

I’m so grateful I was asked to take 

a photo at home - a cleanup of 

the coffee table was long over-

due! This is my actual working 

spot, even though I pretend to 

have a desk.................Ksenia

KSENIA AT HOME
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     The beautiful unity of fibers brought together in Coastal made me immediately think of all 

the textures that could be rediscovered in this yarn. No surprise that the final design combines 

quite a few of them - slipped and twisted stitches, small biased stripes, Japanese wrapped 

stitches and two kinds of nupps. Subtle sheen, gentle variations in color and gorgeous drape 

of Coastal bring all the textures together without overspicing them.

    The playful texture of the senecio plant - also known as string of pearls - was the inspiration 

behind this design. Similarly to how tender strands of senecio become thinner as they de-

scend from the center of the plant, the embellishment of nupps changes to more and more 

subtle from the top to the bottom of the yoke until it dissolves completely in the gentle rib-

bing.

     Senecio is worked from the top down seamlessly with the round yoke. The neck is shaped 

with short rows. The main stitch pattern is easy to memorize and entertaining to knit. Instruc-

tions are both charted and written.

SENECIO
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SENECIO

Type: Pullover/Short-sleeve top
Sizes:  14 sizes (33.1-60.2” bust) ,
          2 lengths
Yarn: Coastal ,  700-2050 yds
 
Sample knit in Suerte f rom 
SINCERE SHEEP

Pattern available f rom Ravelry, 
LoveCrafts,  l i feiscozy.com

BOHO CAMI (a bonus f rom Ksenia)

Type: Camisole
Sizes:  13 sizes (30.6-60.2” bust)
Yarn: Coastal ,  395-935 yds
 
Sample knit in Kung Hey Fat Choi 
f rom SINCERE SHEEP

Pattern available f rom Ravelry, 
LoveCrafts,  l i feiscozy.com
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KIRA DULANEY

I am a knitting and crochet designer and 

teacher, and I live in Oakland, CA with my wife 

and two dogs. 

I love collaborating with other crafty small busi-

ness owners, teaching new skills to students, 

and introducing people to my favorite dyers, 

yarn shops, and fiber farms. 

When I design a new pattern, I start with a yarn that I 

love and then figure out how to show it to its best ad-

vantage - for me it all starts with amazing yarn!

KIRA AT HOME

“The dogs are pretty happy that 

their humans are staying at 

home all the time!” ... Kira
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FALL COLLECTION

ESSENTIAL CROPPED CARDI

Indigo art by John Marshall More information about
John and his classes at JohnMarshall.to
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PATTERN: Essential Cropped Cardi

Designer:  Kira Dulaney
Type: CARDIGAN
8 Sizes:  36 - 66” Bust
Yarn: Coastal 4 -  10 skeins
 
Sample knit in Indigo Blue 
f rom SINCERE SHEEP
Pattern available on 
www.kirakdesigns.com, Ravel-
ry,  and LoveCrafts

COASTAL
50% Shaniko Wool /  5% Mulberry SIlk / 25% Belgian Flax

 A warm weather yarn combining the best qualities of a fine white wool from the US, 

a high-quality flax fiber from Belgium and Mulberry silk from it’s homeland, China. 

These fibers have been combined and spun here in the U.S. into a 3-ply yarn that has 

the best qualities of all 3 fibers. 

We are especially pleased that this combination of fibers results in a yarn that does 

a good job creating a breathable fabric that absorbs moisture from the body while 

facilitating evaporation -- helping to regulate your body temperature.  Comfortable in 

warm weather and personal summers.

Spun at Meridian Specialty Yarn Group, North Carolina, U.S.

Find out more . . . .

Shaniko Wool Co. at www.shanikowoolcompany.com

Meridian Specialty Yarn Group’s Mill House Blog at www.meridianmillhouse.com



C O A S T A L  L O O K B O O K

V I S I T  O U T  W E B S I T E S  T O  F I N D  O U T  M O R E !

www.elementalaffects.com
www.sinceresheep.com

©2021 Jeane deCoster


